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Abstract 

A problem on geometrically non-linear torsion of a thick- walled pipe made of 
visco-elastic material is solved by a sequential approximation method 

Let us consider torsion of the thick-walled pipe of the visco-elastic material, 
which is under action of torsional moment (fig. 1). Let's use t te 
coordinates. The origin of coordinates is chosen in on
bar. The  external  radius  of across-section is denoted 
R, and the internal radius by r; SR  and Sr are  lateral   
surfaces, S is square of the end-wall; / is length of the bar 
considered sufficient big. 

We rep

he initial sta
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resent displacements in the form [1]: 
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where &(t) is torsion angle, V]{x],x2j)r V2{xx,x2,t) are 
required functions, c{t) is constant subjected to determination, ^>(x1,x2) is function of 
torsion which is equal to zero in the considered case. 

The components of deformation tenzor are expressed by the components of 
displacement vector in the form: 

It is supposed that, the mechanical properties of the pipe's material are described 
by the correlations of the physical-linear visco-elasticity [2]: 
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Here 3,j - etJ- - eS^ is deviator of deformation tenzor, SV = criy - aev is deviator of stress 
tenzor, $ = 3e-ekk is the relative change of the volume, o-  is the mean stress, 
Go is the instant shear modulus, KQ is the instant modulus of the volume deformation, 
function R(t - r) is the relaxation nuclear. The volume deformation is considered as ideal 
elastic. 

The equilibrium equation [3] к 


